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ELECTRIC TRACTION

fIime : 3 hours

(Maximum marks : 100)

PART - A
(Maximum marks : 10)

Marks

I Answer a// questions in one or two sentences. Each question carries 2 marks.

l. Write any two advantages of electric taction.

2. Describe elementary section.

3. What is mean by stagger of contact wire ?

4. Write any two methods of rising and lowering of pantograph.

- 5. List any two requirements of signaling system. (5x2 : l0)

PART - B

(Maximum marks : 30)

U Answer arry five of the following questions. Each question carries 6 marks.

1. Explain intemrpters used in fiaction substation.

2. Draw the layout of feeding and sectioning arrangement.

3. Explain Neutal section.

4. What do you understand by insulated overlap ?

5. Explain pantograph collector.

6. Explain the single battery system for lighting in coaches.

7. Discuss the reasons for the failures of undertame equipment. (5x6 = 30)
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Marks
PART -C

(Maximum marks : 60!

(Answer one firll question from each unit. Each full question carries 15 marks.)

UNrr - I

[I (a) Explain 25 kV catenary protection used for AC traction. 8

(b) Explain the difference between circuit breaker and interupter used in electic
tracton. 7

On

IV (a) Explain the facton that influence the location and spacing of substation. 8

(b) Explain the miscellaneous equipment at contol post or switching station. 7

UNrr - II

V (a) Explain with neat sketch the section insulator in OHE. 8

(b) Explain with neat diagmm the construction of modified 'Y' compound catenary. 7

On

\/I (a) Explain single catenary corxtuction in polygoral system.

(b) Explain the following terms :

(D Span length (ii) Height of Contact wire

(iii) Core insulator (iv) Retum conductor

U'qrr - III

\{I (a) Explain with neat sketch the Faiveley q?e pantograpll

ft) Draw the bow collector and label.

On

VIII (a) Explain t]re direct current system of power supply in electic traction.

(b) Explain pole collector

UNrr - IV

D( (a) Explain Mimic diagam.

(b) Explain tlre method of obaining constant output power for train lighting.

On

X (a) Explain DC tack circuit and AC track circuit.

(b) Mention various systems of train lighting.
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